
Oh, how the Western mind misbelieves that everything is a Western invention.
Certainly, Christianity has taken Western forms in the Western hemisphere,
although Christianity also has extraordinary diversity in the West, as it does in other
regions. Yet just because those here in the West perceive Christianity through a
Western lens does not mean that Christianity has only a Western interpretation.
Christianity is not a Western invention, nor bound by custom or culture in this or
any other hemisphere, continent, custom, or region.

Christianity is geographically diverse, indeed so spread around the world that it has
no geographic center, no home region. Christianity’s geographic diversity has
accelerated in the past century. One-hundred years ago, most Christians
concentrated in Europe, as had been the case for a thousand years, although not so
originally. Yet today, only about a quarter of Christians remain in Europe. North and
South America now hold about one third of the world’s Christians, significantly
outnumbering Christians remaining in Europe. For a millennium, Christianity was
largely a European religion. Today, it is unquestionably a worldwide faith.

The Christian diaspora of the last century, out of Europe across the world, is just as
impressive on the African continent, concentrated in sub-Saharan Africa, where
one-quarter of Christians worldwide now live. That diaspora has reached the Far
East, too. One-eighth of Christians worldwide now reside in Asia and the Pacific.
Christianity exploded in sub-Saharan Africa, Asia, and the Pacific in the past
one-hundred years. Those regions held few Christians one-hundred years ago. The
Christian population in sub-Saharan Africa rose from just nine percent to sixty-three
percent in the last one-hundred years, while the Asia-Pacific population more than
doubled from three percent to seven percent. Christianity is not a Western custom or
religion but instead finds local, regional, national, and continental forms worldwide.

The top ten countries in numbers of Christians further prove the faith’s worldwide
reach. Those countries include the United States, Brazil, Mexico, Russia, the
Philippines, Nigeria, China, the Congo, Germany, and Ethiopia—one from North
America, one from South America, one from Central America, one from Northern
Asia, one from Southeast Asia, one from Europe, and three from North Africa.
Christians in each of those countries might hardly recognize the culture and



customs of their fellow Christians in other countries, but they would instantly
recognize the contours of their shared faith.

Christianity had its origins in the Middle East and North Africa, neither a Western
nor an Eastern region, but instead the world’s crossroads. Yet today, the Middle East
region in which Christianity first arose has the smallest number of Christians, about
thirteen million, and the smallest percentage of Christians, about four percent. God
sent his witnesses out of the Eastern Mediterranean to all nations, to the farthest
ends of the earth, exactly as Jesus exhorted in his Great Commission.

Jesus’s good news transcended cultural bounds then and transcends culture today.
Jesus made clear that although he was the Jews’ long-anticipated Messiah, his
messianic mission, his salvation, was for all humankind, not just Israel. God had not
come to a certain people. His Son Jesus did not arise out of a peculiar local culture.
God had instead created a new people for himself into which to send his Son. Thus,
no region or culture can claim the good news as its own local invention. The good
news instead belongs fully to God.

Importantly, the people into which God sent his Son Jesus, God had established out
of his chosen patriarch Abraham’s newfound covenantal faith. God did not choose
an existing nation that had arisen out of its own natural fertility. God instead created
a people of his own out of the supernatural faith of the childless old Abraham and
Sarah, after he had called Abraham out of his own home region. God spoke his
chosen people into Abraham’s future, and Abraham believed God against any
natural evidence and instead solely out of faith. God made a people without a
natural or local identity, instead identified only in their relationship to God their
Father, out of a promise God made to the wanderer Abraham.

Because Christianity rests wholly on faith, its relationship to the Savior, Christianity
is indeed a faith of global movement. The Muslim-majority Indonesia now has
about twice as many Christians as Christianity’s birthplace in the Middle East.
While Germany birthed the Protestant Reformation, Nigeria now has twice as many
Protestants as does Germany. While Italy is the historic center of the Catholic
Church, Brazil now has twice as many Catholics as Italy. One-hundred years ago,
the north half of the globe had four times as many Christians as the south half,



while today that concentration has flipped so that the south half has almost double
the number of Christians in the north half.

Thus, to conceive of Christianity as culture-bound, especially as a Western
invention, is against all history, design, and evidence. If, as this section’s opening
illustration suggests, one must rise above local convention to reach universal
enlightenment, then one surely finds God in Christ there. The question’s caution not
to be culture bound is apt. The question’s premise that Christianity is culture bound
is not. Rise above, my friend, indeed rise above, and there find your Savior Jesus
Christ.


